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Abstract: In her article "Trauma, Apocalypse, and Ethics in Israeli Theater" Zahava Caspi traces the
traumatic experience as a point of departure in apocalyptic plays in Israeli literature. Caspi argues that
in Israeli apocalyptic plays a critical gap opens up between the fictional narrative that ends with
destruction and the theatrical apparatus that creates a sense of continuity. The theatrical text delivers
a message to the audience inviting them to increase their engagement with and accountability for
continuity not merely during the theatrical event, but more significantly, once the performance is over.
The play's moral imperative to provide a "positive" ending to the apocalyptic narrative in the world
outside the auditorium thus counters the effect of its ending on the stage. Caspi postulates that it is
the active involvement with the play by its audience what makes theater a more ethical medium than
any other.
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Zahava CASPI
Trauma, Apocalypse, and Ethics in Israeli Theater
The apocalyptic mindset — as a worldview, theology, and/or poetics — and its universal, crosscultural, and trans-historical presence is powerful and durable (see, e.g., Funkenstein). While it might
have once seemed that within the Western world that has undergone an accelerated process of
secularization since the end of the nineteenth century, this conceptual theological matrix would have
disappeared and become irrelevant, it appears to be alive as powerfully today as ever. Some even
argue that the arrival of modernity ought to be considered apocalyptic from the moment that
Cartesian philosophy with its inherent doubt made its debut (see Altizer; Kermode). Thomas Altizer
even argues that there is no central literary creation in the twentieth century which is not apocalyptic
from Rilke through Kafka to Joyce and Beckett.
In the study at hand I attempt to trace the apocalyptic process on a continuum that extends from
traumatic experience as a point of departure for apocalyptic literature to ethics as its intent and telos,
focusing on the dramatic genre and its realization in theater. I argue that even if one can trace the
constitution of apocalyptic literature to post-traumatic effects, revealing this literature to be clearly
descended from past trauma, the purposes for which it is written are ethical and political (for an
example of this, see, e.g., Abdelfattah; on ethics, trauma, and laughter, see Feuer; for a bibliography
of Holocaust studies including work on Holocaust trauma, see Lisiak, Vasvári, Tötösy de Zepetnek). In
its quest to prevent a catastrophe of apocalyptic proportions, this literature can therefore be
characterized as future oriented. Contemporary secular apocalyptic literature is by and large of the
dystopian kind, but the absence of utopian scenarios does not necessarily indicate utter despair or
utter relinquishing of any aspirations for a continued existence. On the contrary, such aspirations are
deeply embedded in the dystopian vision in its images, the situations it describes, and especially in the
relations that the text establishes with its addresses.
The concept of apocalypse stems from early Judeo-Christian theology. Most apocalyptic writings
contain an eschatological element. Even today, the concept of apocalypse usually refers to notions
about the end and yet definitions of the concept are far from unequivocal. The chief difficulty lies in
the fact that the term "apocalypse" does not refer to one phenomenon, but is associated with several
phenomena: a particular literary corpus (as a genre), a particular type of religious imagination (as a
worldview), and a particular group in society (as a social entity) (see Cook 22). The history of
apocalyptic thought appears ultimately to be a matter of interaction between the three (Kermode,
"Apocalypse" 86). Although I focus on apocalypse only as a literary theatrical genre, confining my
discussion in this way does not obviate the difficulties involved in defining the theme. Frank Kermode
asserts that every classic literary narrative (event, climax, and denouement) is in fact modeled after
the apocalyptic narrative. In this respect, he argues, there is no difference between literature as a
whole and the apocalyptic genre, as a unique instantiation. The literature of apocalypse is based on
the human psychological need for closure, a "sense of ending," the sense that life never provides us
and which we therefore aspire to in our imaginary constructions and frameworks (see Kermode, The
Sense 3-31). Despite my own reservations concerning such a decisive generalization about literature
— because the narrative frames Kermode points to do not conform to modern and post-modern
narrative phenomena — the difficulties presented above testify to a true catch in attempting to define
the genre of apocalypse. I wish, therefore, to adopt the position of Stephen Cook who resists the
tendency to seek an essentialist core in apocalyptic literature and to compile a list of requisite
characteristics. According to Cook, the texts belonging to this literature should be treated as having a
"sharing a family resemblance. A complex set of common features and differences interconnect family
members, but they are not necessary, fixed features or any ultimate essence" (22). Therefore,
definition of the genre cannot be based on one dominant element or theme that differentiates it from
others, but on a cluster of features, some of which can also be identified in other genres as well
(Collins 9).
Mas'ud Hamadan suggests that we view the choice of genre as a reflection a particular Zeitgeist
and therefore as a "psycho-cultural portrait" of an era (42). Experiences which catalyze apocalyptic
belief are oppression, despair, instability, disaster, general chaos, and the loss of collective identity —
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all of which have become stronger in our age (Kermode, "Apocalypse" 5), especially after World War II
and the Holocaust. These experiences are epitomized in the advent of nuclear power. The actual
deployment of the atomic bomb by the United States in World War II translated the technical
possibility of such a threat into a realistic scenario and proved that the danger was not only
theoretical: "the bomb itself soon became the source and icon of a contemporary dystopian temper –
its main argument, image and the cause of fear" (Klaic 88). Many people also experienced the terror
attack against the World Trade Center on 11 September 2001 as the "ghost shadow of apocalypse"
(Cook 21). The growing presence of the apocalyptic genre and the increased attention to a variety of
holocausts both in literature and in theater of the West, since the mid-twentieth century are a direct
result of this reality and to my mind define the psycho-cultural portrait of our times. At the onset of
the twenty-first century apocalyptic fears, hopes, and dreams of redemption are about everywhere.
While traditional apocalyptic texts tended to be positive — utopias, apocalypses of redemption
which come in the wake of a period of destruction and ruin — modern secular literature, including
Israeli literature of the past decades, creates dystopian texts that culminate with destruction. The
literal meaning of the concept of "utopia," derived from the Greek, is "no-place" — a place that is nowhere, a signifier that has no signified in the real world but only as an object of desire. The concept of
utopia appeared for the first time in Western literature in the early sixteenth century in the work of
Thomas More and served since as the paradigm for similar imaginative works. Shelly Karin-Frank
defines utopia as a blueprint of an ideal, egalitarian, and just society in the future, a society
fundamentally different from that which exists in present conditions and that "realizes the utilitarian or
moral good" (2; unless indicated otherwise, all translations are mine). While utopia presents an ideal
world governed by a positive set of values, dystopia (also called black utopia, negative utopia, or antiutopia) — the opposite branch of the apocalyptic system — presents a grim hypothetical and imagined
image of a future society and that is characterized generally by political tyranny, destruction, the
hiding of god's face, etc. The term dystopia, coined in the nineteenth century by John Stewart Mill as
an inversion of utopia, has a later provenance than its antecedent. The twentieth century has been
marked, among other things, by a revival of black utopia (dystopias) on the one hand and by
vehement assaults on utopias and utopianism on the other (Karin-Frank 7). Utopia and dystopia thus
share a critical view of reality, but whereas utopia presents a vision of an alternative ideal to the
present reality, dystopia only points to the inevitable unfolding of the present reality if this reality is to
continue under present conditions.
Until the 1970s it was commonly held that apocalyptic ideas thrive against the background of
grave crises in historical reality. Even today, most scholars agree that apocalypse is primarily a
product of social and historical circumstances. However, new explanations have been added to
traditional explanations introducing concepts from the fields of psychology, social criticism, political
thought, cultural criticism, existentialist philosophy, and of course theology. I propose an additional
explanation of the apocalyptic impulse, one that is contiguous with some of the above explanations or
can even be inferred from them, but which has never been presented as an independent and distinct
element within the array of meanings attached to the notion of apocalypse. An examination of the
historical circumstances of the writing and production of apocalyptic dramas (all dystopian) in Israeli
cultural production — as a case study — shows that the apocalyptic codes of Israeli theater function as
visible symptoms of the trauma of the ontological and epistemological crisis that Israeli culture has
undergone since the October 1973 War (Yom Kippur War) and so until the present day. Based on
Israeli examples, I argue that apocalyptic texts are chiefly an outgrowth of the traumatic situation in
which society finds itself and that they should be viewed as typical post-traumatic effects. The link
between traumatic events on a mass scale and the rapid appearance of dystopian texts is not specific
to Israel. Already in the post-traumatic era after World War I dystopian dramas began to appear in
European theaters. Such dramas made a link between the vision of the imminent end of the world and
weapons of mass destruction, which had been deployed for the first time in world history during that
war. Thus, for example, in the second and third parts of Georg Kaiser's trilogy Gas I and Gas II (191820), the technology that had been created at first to benefit humankind becomes a source of repeated
disasters, suffering, exploitation, and severe hardship. Following the atrocities of the Holocaust and
the use of nuclear warfare in the World War II the dystopian imagination took off and more and more
dramas that envisioned catastrophes were written. Some of these works, such as Friedrich
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Dürrenmatt's The Physicists (1962) placed scientists and the destructive power of their innovations at
the center. Others, for example Marat/Sade by Peter Weiss (1964) — whose plot unfolds against the
background of the French Revolution and its decadent aftermath — is an examination of the disasters
expected to occur in the future through the prism of historical paradigms. A dystopian play from a
later era, End of the World by Arthur Kopit (1984), is especially pessimistic and does not see any exit
for humanity from the explosion that will bring the world to an end (see Klaic 84-100).
In Israeli theater, the apocalyptic genre, which occupies the fraught zone between disaster and
redemption, is an acute post-traumatic reaction to the processes of disintegration of Israeli society's
collective systems of identification since the October 1973 War, and that society's discarding of the
original ideals upon which it was built. These dystopian plays were performed in Israeli theaters from
the middle of the 1970s in two waves and that corresponded directly to traumatic events and
circumstances Israeli society experienced. The first wave of plays began to appear a few years after
the Yom Kippur War, but most were produced after the 1980s in the wake of two other wars, the first
Lebanon War and the first Intifada. This phenomenon affirms Gad Kaynar's observation that in
contemporary Israel "we are not dealing with … Holocaust plays, but with plays about holocausts" (76)
and explains the flourishing of apocalyptic plays in this era. In this context, I mention a few of the
authors and works in Israeli theater of the 1980s: Shmuel HaSfari's Tashmad (1982), in which a group
of extremist settlers barricades itself in an explosives shed in the middle of the West Bank (Samaria)
on the eve of the fast of Tisha B'Av which commemorates the destruction of the ancient Jewish
Temple; Moti Lerner's Havlei Mashiach (1987) (The Birthpangs of the Messiah), a play that ends when
one of the characters bombs the Temple Mount mosques in Jerusalem thus inciting a total regional
war; Yehoshua Sobol's Syndrome Yerushalaim (1988) (Jerusalem Syndrome), named after a
psychiatric syndrome in which a person feels he/she is endowed with divine and Messianic powers and
the ability to redeem the world. The play portrays the story of Jerusalem's destruction (70 A.D.)
creating an analogy with the situation in the occupied territories under Israeli occupation today. In the
mid-1990s, following the failure of the Oslo agreements, the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin, and the
second Intifada, a second wave of apocalyptic works appeared which continued into the 2000s. Among
the playwrights of this wave one can note Hanoch Levin's Murder: A Play in Three Acts and an
Epilogue (1997) which describes a circular tragic movement of violent outbreak followed by a violent
reaction with violence reiterated in a hopeless and arbitrary cycle of endless attrition between the
struggling adversaries; Geshem Shahor (Black Rain) by Shimon Bouzaglo (2007), which draws an
analogy between the dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and the explosive times in which we
live, an analogy which in the play leads to the recurrent use of nuclear weapons thus reproducing the
past; Hebron by Tamir Greenberg (2007), in which children of both parties to the conflict (Israeli and
Palestinian) are murdered, but the earth refuses to accept the dead for burial and spews them out. At
the end of this play, the city of Hebron — as an emblem of the entire region — bursts into flames. In
most of the second wave dramas despair takes on a postmodern dramatic structure and tone: the
plays usually end with an "endless ending" in a hopeless circular motion that invalidates and renders
senseless any linear notion of history and which therefore cannot lead to any type of redemption.
Trauma is a total event in which the subject experiences "intense fear, helplessness, loss of
control, and threat of annihilation" (Herman 33). One of its characteristics is belatedness: the victim of
trauma cannot apprehend the traumatic event at the time of its occurrence nor can he/she represent
that experience; the trauma therefore continues to pursue the victim over and again and the wound
fails to mend. The memory of the traumatic event returns into consciousness as a deferred action in
wake of a second traumatic event. Thus, trauma is constituted through the interrelation of two events
— the first event, which took place too early to be understood or to be given any meaning, and a
second event, that activates the memory of the first event, which only then receives its full traumatic
meaning (see Caruth 91-112). Dominick LaCapra's observation that Freud's concepts of trauma are
relevant to societies no less, and perhaps more, than they are to the individual allows us to view the
Yom Kippur War as the second event that reactivated the trauma of the Holocaust within Israeli
collective consciousness and subsequently generated large scale apocalyptic visions and thus the
memory of the Holocaust is a fundamental element in the constitution of contemporary Israeli — and
altogether Jewish — identity. At the same time, it is apparent that Israeli society has not yet fully
processed the trauma and it therefore continues to be trapped in the "repetition compulsion" of
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involuntary post-traumatic behaviors, which do not permit its inherent social and political forces to
focus sufficiently so that accountability may be exercised in respect to the existential problems on the
national agenda.
I argue that underlying the apocalyptic Messianic attitudes prevailing in contemporary Israel, we
find the construction of new theological "apocalyptic calendar/timeline" — a calendar/timeline
reflecting the dialectical tension between the two poles of destruction and redemption which mark two
pairs of constitutive contemporary historical events. On one end of the continuum are two events
which have received a signal "redemptive" character: the establishment of the state and the Six Day
War (in which the people "returned" to Judea and Samaria, the birthplace and cradle of the nation
where the Patriarchs once dwelled) and two disastrous events — the Holocaust and on a different
scale the Yom Kippur War, which, as mentioned above, reawakened the trauma which was
subconsciously repressed during the years of state building. Iris Milner, following Geoffrey J. Hartman,
argues that the notion of "second generation Holocaust survivors" is not a biological biographical
concept, referring only to the direct descendants of the survivors, but a cultural concept whose
application is much broader (19-35). According to this latter sense of the concept, it is possible to
attribute post-traumatic symptoms which characterize this "second generation" to all those who were
combatants or who experienced the Yom Kippur War as civilians. Not surprisingly, this war aroused
profound anxieties among Israelis about the possibility of a second Holocaust.
The close nexus between the outcomes of the Six Day War (which appeared as proof of the advent
of Messianic redemption) and the anxiety in the Yom Kippur War which caused the dialectical tension
in Zionist discourse concerning Messianic attitudes to resurface. On the one hand, the relationship
between the Holocaust and the State's establishment forged a traditional apocalyptic narrative "from
destruction to redemption" or in characteristic Israeli terms "From Holocaust to Resurrection." On the
other hand, the historical series of events which spanned the period between the Six Day War and the
Yom Kippur War, caused concern that it might be necessary to contend with a potential reversal of the
historical trajectory. In other words, rather than a movement from destruction (Holocaust) to
redemption (the establishment of Israel), the narrative that might tragically realize itself in the future
might be one which leads from redemption to destruction. Ruth Ginsburg proposes the term "pretrauma" (as a correlate of the term "post-trauma), to describe the psychic state of those susceptible
to future trauma, a trauma that has not yet occurred (see, e.g., Ginsburg). The apocalyptic dramas of
the Yom Kippur War expose, in my opinion, this repressed level of the Israeli public's collective
unconscious caught between a post-traumatic existence in wake the Holocaust and the pre-trauma
intimating the possible occurrence of another Holocaust.
In Israeli literature the writer whose vision and personality represent the nexus between the past
apocalypse (the Holocaust) and the warnings of a future apocalypse is Ka-Zetnick. In his last book
Tzofen Edma. Masa HaGarin shel Aushwitz (The Code Edma: Nuclear Vision of Auschwitz), published in
1987, Ka-Zetnick retracted his views about the supposed singularity and trans-historical essence of
the "other planet" which he himself had coined in relation to the Holocaust, first in his 1946 book
Salamandra and later in his unforgettable testimony at the Eichmann trial, and came to the conclusion
that "Auschwitz" in fact crouches in wait for every person. "Where ever man is — there is Auschwitz,
for Satan did not create Auschwitz, but you and I did" (121) and therefore it is a historical
phenomenon that could potentially recur. Considering the tension between the two polar positions
delineated above, I claim that while the psychological explanation (the outgrowth of post- and pretraumatic effects) is indeed the cause and the motivating force behind the flourishing of apocalyptic
drama after the Yom Kippur War, their purpose or end is an ethical political one. This ethical impulse
arises from the writers' sense that the public must be moved to action in order to put a halt to the
trends which would lead to the envisioned catastrophe. The view that an Auschwitz-like apocalypse is
not a singular and unique event and that humans are responsible for averting its re-occurrence forms
the rational ethical basis of the dystopian dramas beginning in the late 1970s in Israeli literature and
establishes the creators of contemporary apocalyptic as "prophets of admonishment" whose vocation
is to warn the public against imminent dangers. Apocalyptic writing should therefore be seen first and
foremost as the author's interpretive action in respect to present realities and in respect his/her own
self, as a member of a certain collective (see Robinson xii).
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Most scholars contend that the link between utopia (including dystopia) and ethics is an inevitable
one, because the utopian end always assumes a morally critical force in respect to current actual
realities and challenges its addressees to take action within the sphere of the familiar world. KarinFrank defines black utopia (or dystopia) as the precise negative imprint of utopia, "a description of a
society that is negative to the extreme … that realizes terrible evil … in the utilitarian and ethical
sense" no less than utopia realizes the absolute good in both senses mentioned (Karin-Frank 29).
However, despite the analogy Karin-Frank draws between utopia and black utopia, both from the
utilitarian and ethical perspectives, in my view, and counter intuitively, utopia actually falls short of
dystopia in terms of its ethical implications. Utopia presents a social and political ideal, which is
patently unachievable in actual reality and therefore utopia cannot truly motivate audiences to take
ethical action in order to attain the yearned-after model. By way of contrast, dystopia, which presents
the world in its extreme despicability, may act as a catalyst for action that might preempt the
realization of the dark vision it posits.
As early as the 1970s, David Ketterer described apocalypse as containing "a moment of
juxtaposition" of worlds. The author of the apocalypse does indeed create other worlds, but these
other worlds do not truly turn into an apocalyptic reality, but rather serve as catalysts for learning
about our present world. The other worlds do indeed remain "other," but their juxtaposition with the
world that is empirically defined as "real" creates a new "sensitivity" toward it (13). Dystopia offers a
reflexive, critical view from the imagined future to the actual present at a high-level resolution and
thus imposes on its addressees an acute encounter with the failures of the everyday reality in which
they live. Moreover, because it presents a catastrophic outer point to which the current state of affairs
leads, artists enlist the aesthetic of the terrible sublime in order to create a possible space of repair,
which the addressees of the apocalyptic text are expected to realize in history. From the perspective
of dystopia's ethical purpose — even if the dystopian trend presents a dark and uncompromising
vision of humankind's moral and spiritual world, when this dark vision is presented retroactively — it
includes a possibility of change and the potential for reform. Amos Funkenstein views this practicalrelevant aspect of the form as "the distinctive mark of authentic apocalyptic writing" (74).
Most scholars of modern artistic apocalypse (in literature, cinema, and theater) tend to emphasize
the non-trivial connection between the dystopian branch of the apocalyptic genre and its performances
of redemption. Although it may be difficult to identify, this component is crucial to including dystopia
within an ethical frame of thought. I also believe that this difficulty is the source of some scholars'
critical and hostile attitude to the contemporary dystopian genre. Scholars as Martin Buber, Robert
Alter, David Roskies, for example, have condemned its nihilistic character and opposed the vision of
absolute destruction that it seemingly entails. One can generalize and say that they distinguish
between "good" apocalypses, which are close in character to the prophetic genre, and contemporary
apocalypses, which they define as "bad." The former, like the canonical texts of the Hebrew Bible and
the New Testament, are deemed ethical, for they always include the possibility of redemption from
catastrophe as long as humans make the right choices in this world; the latter, on the other hand,
predict imminent historical catastrophes after which no salvation is possible. Douglas Robinson,
however, emphasizes that, even today, one rarely finds apocalypses that present a final and absolute
prophecy of annihilation. Only one of the five "stations" of the hermeneutic circle, which he proposes
as a means for classifying all types of literary apocalypse, fails to envision any kind of continuity, and
therefore only this type can be said to be unethical (Robinson 373-75). The identification of the
dystopian genre with the gospel of utter destruction or with utter lack of hope for life's continuity is
therefore a false identification which miscomprehends the artist's intention and the vocation of the
dystopian work of art, which is to catalyze a transformation of reality. The dismal condition that
dystopian apocalypse describes is only apparently a final, pessimistic, and despairing condition. The
more successful exempels of the apocalyptic tradition embody the belief that the world as presented in
the dystopian text is not the ultimate reality. Above all, apocalypse has faith that the human
imagination holds the greatest resources for constituting a symbolic world in which ethical values may
be preserved in face of any kind of political and social vulnerability and even in the face of death (see
Collins 215). Therefore, every apocalypse contains a hopeful element even if it is articulated as an
explicit rebuke (Collins 5).
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"Ruin" and "salvation," "destruction" and "renewal" are concepts anchored in human thought as
related to the dimension of time. A linear-causal apprehension of time, which contains an inherent
sense of an "end," betrays a vision of history as both patterned and purposeful (Dan 15-16). Within
such a conception of time, the two elements upon which the Judeo-Christian model of apocalypse
depend — destruction and redemption — are consecutive events and destruction is conceived of as a
necessary stage that will always precede redemption and anticipate the establishment of a new world
order. The mythical conception of time presents a different, circular, apocalyptic model in which the
world's destruction and renewal do not occur together at the end of time, but in an iterative process
(see Eliade 49-73). At the same time, even within a mythical worldview these two events are regarded
as separate and consecutive, although they may follow a circular pattern of recurrence. In this context
I adopt Gershom Scholem's position, who emphasizes the simultaneous existence of elements of
destruction and redemption in the Messianic apocalyptic vision. According to Scholem, in the
traditional vision, catastrophe and utopia do not follow one upon the other, but rather "precisely by
their uniqueness … they bring to bear with full force the two sides of the messianic event" and
therefore "the elements of dread and consolation [are] intertwined" (Scholem 8-10). A similar
conception emerges from the discussion by Altizer of modern apocalyptic text. In his view, absolute
negation is predicated on absolute validation, and such absolute affirmation is inseparable from
absolute denial (345). These positions, which underscore the immanent link between destruction and
redemption as intertwined dimensions, reinforce my claim that as a sub-genre of apocalypse, dystopia
includes by necessity a redemptive or comforting aspect or at least a hope for life's continued
existence, without which dystopia would lose its ethical force. Yet, although dystopia is a genre whose
power lies in its authors' ethical and even political orientation, it is not by any means a didactic and
mobilizing genre. Rather than a unified total redemptive narrative, dystopia displays what Walter
Benjamin called "weak messianic power" (390) or in LaCapra's words "weak messianic values" (153),
which is the most fitting articulation, to my mind, of the kind of redemption one finds in dystopias,
and it is here that their critical, ethical and political force is revealed. Such a reading of these types of
work will define them as apocalyptic in terms of genre, but as anti-apocalyptic in terms of
intentionality and purpose (Robinson, "Literature" 364).
How then, are addressees able to experience a feeling of life's continuity, when paradigmatic
ethical dystopias lack the element of "rebirth"? In a discussion of apocalyptic visions in contemporary
Western cinema, Dan Jerome Shapiro addresses precisely this question. His views of contemporary
dystopian films leads him to conclude that although the narrative structure of the films did indeed end
with the destruction of the world, the semantic structure of the same films actually affirmed the
apocalyptic promise of continuity, because the ethical "moral of the story" as conveyed in the
cinematic texts, demanded what Shapiro calls "rejuvenation" (126-48) or in my words, "renewal."
Other scholars have also touched upon this contradiction between the meaning, which creates a sense
of continuity in the audience, and the narrative structure of the text, which leads to utter destruction.
Thus, Richard Klein believes that the very contemplation of the end of life includes, and in fact
demands, an ethical commitment to continuity, Robert Jay Lifton argues that we must expand our
psychological and ethical imagination in order to prevent precisely that which we have begun to
imagine, and Richard Poirier claims that if we believe in the vision proffered by apocalyptic texts, we
will have the wisdom to demand that the emotions provoked by contemplating the 'end' will be
reinvested in the preservation of humankind.
The ethical purpose of apocalyptic literature is indeed to shift the task of transforming current
realities onto its addressees. John J. Collins characterizes the apocalyptic text as a "speech act"
stressing in particular the action each utterance of the text invokes. According to Collins, the function
of apocalyptic literature is to orient the audience's imaginative perception to certain condition, and
thus to create the groundwork for a continuum which the text indirectly advocates (Collins 31-32).
This intriguing perspective acquires an even greater validity when one considers theater's
performative mode to which action is central. Theater not only grants presence to dramatic action on
the stage, but as a type of speech act it demands action from its audiences. As such, it serves as a
catalyst for ethical behavior. Since the dramatization of the ethical problem and the social activity of
theatrical performance co-occur in the live presence of the spectators, the medium of theater arouses
a particular ethical response which no other cultural practice can elicit from its addresses (see Ridout).
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The space of theater, which binds the stage and the auditorium into one complex whole, allows
theater spectators to experience the situation as an opportunity to encounter others, and invites the
audience to take ethical responsibility, not only for their fragile lives, but also for that of the other.
Here, Immanuel Levinas's approach to the theatrical situation is relevant although it may seem
paradoxical, because he often appears to be antagonistic toward the aesthetic in which theater is
located. Levinas writes that art is in itself an obfuscating event, likening art to the fall of night, or to
the invasion of shadow (see "Reality"). According to his view, aesthetics seduce audiences to abdicate
responsibility for the world, because in the process of perceiving they enter a state of hypnotic inertia,
while aesthetics offer comfort rather than present a challenge. He concludes that ethics must push
aside aesthetics. One of Levinas's ethical arguments against art is his argument against art's closure
which freezes time in images and thus makes external realities inert. This feature, so Levinas claims,
locates artistic creation outside the real world enabling the abdication of responsibility toward events
in the world. However, this is not an adequate description of theatrical practice in which the live
audience fulfils a vital role in theatrical experience. One especially moving example, from Buzaglo's
play Geshem Shahor — staged in 2007 — illustrates my point. In one of the play's scenes an elderly
Japanese woman delivers testimony about the moment when she lost all that was dear to her, the
moment when the nuclear bomb was dropped on Hiroshima. This segment appears in the play twice:
first when a US-American librarian reads out testimonies to describe one way in which he combats
amnesia and a second time directly in the words of victim. She begins to recount the events of the
morning when the bomb fell, but the closer she arrives to the core of the story the more
overwhelming the force of the trauma becomes. Embodied in overpowering music, this force causes
her voice to gradually fade, the monologue falls silent, and the spectators are able to trace it only by
her excited movements. Thus the spectators are forced to reconstruct this absence actively in their
mind according to its reading earlier. This is only one example of a theatrical practice by means of
which responsibility is transferred to the audience. Rather than being passive recipients in a world
saturated with images which have little to do with their personal experiences, the spectators become
aware of their active participation in a theatrical event. Positioning actors and audiences in the same
space allowing them to understand that they are collaboratively producing theatrical images enables
the theater activate what Hans-Thies Lehamann calls "an aesthetic of response" (185). Moreover,
Levinas's account of the encounter with the "face" of the other (Levinas, "Ethics" 75) allows theater
and performance — both cultural practices in which such an encounter is a central element —
appropriate for probing ethical questions regarding the Other.
In conclusion, in Israeli apocalyptic plays a critical gap opens up between the fictional narrative
that ends with destruction and the theatrical apparatus that creates a sense of continuity. The
theatrical text delivers a message to the audience, inviting them to increase their engagement with
and accountability for continuity, not merely during the theatrical event, but more significantly, once
that event is over. The drama's moral imperative to provide a "positive" ending to the apocalyptic
narrative in the world outside the auditorium thus countering the effect of its ending on the stage. The
ethical question which such an ending raises for those who have experienced a live theatrical
performance is: what measure of personal responsibility must I take for crisis situations in the world in
which I live? And what action must I take so that what transpired there, in the theater, does not occur
in reality? I postulate that this is what makes theater a more ethical medium than any other.
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